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The restrictions are loosening. From tourism to restaurants and entertainment, where to
invest to take advantage of the desire to get out of the house and return to normal life.

Riparty Italia

COVER

80 stocks that still need to make up lost ground
YELLOW ZONE As of Monday the 26th, many services can open again. From tourism groups to
restaurants to entertainment, can the companies which have done the worst in the last 14 months
recover now? Let's let the managers speak

Restart the party with 80 stocks
by Elena Dal Maso
and Marco Capponi

WHAT GOLDMAN SACHS IS BETTING ON IN EUROPE AFTER REOPENING
Name

Weighting

Shares

Price

Hope has been found again
in Italy, where as of
Monday the 26th many
services can open up again.
The stock markets have
risen an average of 10%
over the beginning of the
year thanks to the
expectations regarding
reopenings and
vaccinations. As the
economists from Unicredit
emphasised, European
services SMEs finally
returned to growth (from
49.6 to 50.3) after eight
months below 50. In fact,
as the analysts from the
Milan-based bank
explained, up to this point
the recovery has involved
“a notable decoupling of
the manufacturing and
tertiary sectors.” But is
there still room for the
markets to grow? For
Goldman Sachs, the
answer is a decisive yes.
The business bank believes
that the EU will continue to
play its cards from now
until July, when analysts
expect most of the
population will be
vaccinated.
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They speak of expectations
“that exceed the 5.1%
consensus for the euro zone
in 2021, thanks to widespread
immunisation”. They also
mention the Recovery Fund,
which has yet to commence.
Goldman Sachs is betting on
Europe with a proprietary
Reopening Index consisting
of around sixty stocks (see
table). From the beginning
of 2020 through to the
present, the basket is still
negative at around 30%.
Airlines are among the
securities weighing it down
the most. International
Consolidated Airlines Group,
for example, created
through a merger of the
Spanish Iberia and British
Airways, still has 16% to
recover with respect to its
pre-COVID value. Dufry
(duty free) is down by 27%
and Airbus down by 25%,
while Ryanair is up by 3%,
Rolls Royce down by around
55%, EasyJet down by 33%,
the cruise line company
Carnival down by 45% and
the colossal German travel
agency Tui down by 29%.
Three Italian stocks are
listed on the index:
Technogym (-2.7%), Autogrill
(-25%, needing a capital
increase) and Enav (airports,
-36% approximately).
You can also bet on Riparty
Italia, with a basket of bonds
(around twenty), such as
those created for MF-Milano
Finanza by Giacomo Alessi,
an analyst at Marzotto SIM,
focussing on travel with
Dufry, Edreams, the booking
website (it pays 6.5% but
has a low CCC+ rating), two
airlines, Air France and
Finnair (5.7%), Carnival,
Samsonite (luggage), Ivs

(vending machines) and
Rolls Royce, which produces
engines for aircraft. The
betting and casino sector
was heavily damaged by
COVID, “and now might be
able to profit from the
reopenings”, added Alessi,
who also selected Gamma
Bidco, the owner of
Gamenet (1,700 betting
halls in Italy) and Novamatic
(casinos). The table also
includes bonds from Inter
and Juventus, who will see
fans back in their stadiums.
In terms of stocks, according
to Lorenzo Batacchi,
portfolio manager of Bper
Banca and an Assiom Forex
shareholder, “prices in
general have risen 10% this
year, but growth at those
rates is not sustainable. Now
comes the hardest part:
seeing how Italy and Europe
make use of vaccinations
and the Recovery Fund.
There's room for growth,
but the markets will pay
attention to how projects
are actually implemented.”
Pierre Lamelin, the Europe
stock manager for Comgest,
believes that Campari could
“clearly benefit given its
strong presence in Europe
and the fact that its key
brand Aperol is mainly
consumed in outdoor
settings.” Like Campari,
Heineken will also benefit
from the reopening, given
that “bar and restaurant
business offers high
margins”, added the
manager. He also believes
that Amplifon, hearing aid
retailer, “will be another
beneficiary of the reopening
and the high rate of
vaccination among the
elderly.” In terms of airlines,
Ryanair expects the summer

season to see around 5055% of normal traffic.
Nonetheless, Lamelin
specified, the company is
“behind with respect to
normal booking levels for
the important summer
season, so short-term
visibility is still limited. The
same applies for Amadeus It,
the biggest flight booking
system in the world.”
Antonio De Negri, the CEO
and founder of Cirdan
Capital, is looking to “lowcost and low-emission
companies, which are very
flexible in terms of their
provision of services and
prices, for pleasure, not
business, travel, first
domestic and then
international.” De Negri is
betting on Jet2 and Ryanair,
while in the hospitality
sector he prefers Accor and
Intercontinental. In terms of
recovery for outdoor
activities, restaurants and
theme parks, Cirdan Capital
is bullish for Restaurant
Group Plc, Heineken Nv and
stocks linked to outdoor
entertainment such as
Cineworld and La Francaise
Des Jeux. Alessandro Allegri
at Ambrosetti SIM suggests
looking at stocks which are
undervalued with respect to
their competitors. "In terms
of mass retail, Carrefour and
Jeronimo Martins, in the
luxury sector LVMH and
Hermes, and in tourism
Lufthansa, Accora and
Intercontinental Hotels.”
Tourism is the master key to
reopening portfolios.
“Events,” observed Diego
Franzin, the head of
portfolio strategy at
Plenisfer sgr, “are an
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interesting opportunity in
which we can find large
companies with traditional
structural growth.” One
name among many is the
British company Informa, for
which Morgan Stanley
recently indicated a
potential for growth of 20%
in the baseline scenario. On
the other hand, in the retail
segment, the manager
suggests companies with
business based around
“products with very low
prices but high sales per
square metre, such as the
British conglomerate ABF,
which controls the Primark
brand, with average sales of
3 or 4 pounds, an
international presence and
strong growth in the US.”
Gianmarco Rania, Head of
Equities at Banor Capital,
recommends “Airbus, a
leader in civil aircraft
manufacturing, well placed
for a strong comeback”, as
well as Amadeus (Morgan
Stanley expects +16%), an
airline management
software company, “a high
quality stock that has
historically offered above
average returns and high
growth rates.” In the
beverages segment, Rania is
betting on Heineken and
Pernod Ricard. Let’s drink to
that. (All rights reserved)
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BETTING ON LEISURE & PLEASURE DEBT MAY BE VERY PROFITABLE
ISIN

Expiry
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Spread with BTP Yield to Maturity

Issuer

Average rating

Source: Marzotto SIM for MF-Milano Finanza
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